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By SARAH JONES

French fashion house Nina Ricci is encouraging women to get in touch with their inner princess in a perfume push
that blends fantasy and reality.

The brand's latest campaign for its Les Belles de Nina fragrance collection finds models Barbara Palvin, Sonia Ben
Ammar and Estella Boersma frolicking in a fairytale world. As with many of Nina Ricci's perfume campaigns, Les
Belles de Nina centers on female friendship, making fragrance something to be shared.

Nina Ricci was reached for comment.
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Nina Ricci's Les Belles de Nina collection includes three scents. The original, Nina, came out in 2006, and was
followed by Luna in 2016.

For the launch of Luna, Nina Ricci personified the two complementary scents with a model pair who are equally
inseparable and compatible.

Frida Gustavsson, who had been the face of the brand's Nina perfume since 2013, was joined in this campaign by
her real-life best friend and fellow model Monika "Jac" Jagaciak, who took on the role of Luna. Featuring true friends
lent authenticity to the campaign, making their relationship a relatable reason to buy (see story).

This summer, Nina Ricci is debuting Bella, turning the line into a trio. Created by perfumers Sonia Constant and
Louise Turner, Bella has notes of rhubarb and rose jelly.
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Barbara Palvin for Nina Ricci Bella. Image credit: Nina Ricci

Continuing the fairytale concept for a launch campaign, the brand cast a new group of models as the embodiment
of the scents, turning them into princesses for the social media era.

Ms. Palvin is taking on the role of Bella, with Ms. Boersma as Nina and Ms. Ben Ammar as Luna.

In a campaign film set to Serge Gainsbourg's "Comic Strip," the three princesses are seen in an icy wonderland
wearing floor-length romantic gowns that reflect the colors of their corresponding perfume bottles. They lie on the
ivory hued grass, climb trees, or magically float into the air.

Portraying their special kind of female friendship, the trio laughs together and screams on a hill, their arms around
each other.

Nina Ricci Les Belles de Nina

Along with the campaign film directed by Eugnio Recuenco, Nina Ricci has been featuring its modern princesses in
social media content.

The women are photographed with their spirit animals and are seen posing with the fragrance bottles. Another series
of shots shows them trying to pick between sneakers and heels, a contemporary question.
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Sneakers are the new glass slippers @itsnotsonia #PrincessLife #NinaRicciParfums #BellesdeNina

A post shared by NINA RICCI Parfums (@ninaricciparfums) on Jul 14, 2018 at 8:09am PDT

In addition to posts on Nina Ricci's own social channels, the models have shared the campaigns with their own
social media followings. Turning the models into influencer marketing partners, campaign elements have been
shared with the stars' combined almost 9 million followers.

Friends first
Beyond this latest campaign, much of Nina Ricci's social media marketing for Les Belles de Nina centers on female
relationships.

The brand recently built on its focus of friendship with a special video series that tempts followers to indulge in its
fragrances.

Nina Ricci's parfum line, Nina & Luna, was promoted with a fun summer campaign that showed two best friends
exploring Paris while embarking on a baking challenge. The "Les Gourmandises de Nina & Luna" video series
represented the fragrances as the perfect accessory for the season and as a sweet treat (see story).

The label also catered its Valentine's Day campaign to those who would rather celebrate with friends to build upon
its Nina & Luna fragrance effort.

To celebrate the growing idea of single being chic for Valentine's Day, the label's latest fragrance Luna was
promoted through campaigns that tied it together with its long-standing scent Nina. The campaign celebrated best
friends by sharing a wide variety of content online that involved Instagram takeovers, emojis, social contests and
GIFs (see story).
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